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ABSTRACT

A line of original bridesmaids’ dresses began as a market
research project for Lara Hélène Bridal Atelier in New York City. I was
to research information on current clientele and find out what they were
looking for in a bridesmaid’s dress. In doing my research I sourced books
on brides and weddings, internet wedding sites, conducted surveys, and
took personal interviews with the founders of Lara Hélène. The market
research turned into a concept to design an original line of bridesmaids’
dresses that filled a void for a unique and elegant collection that fit into
Lara Hélène’s company image.

Following the realization of the concept, designs were developed
using information from the market research as well as outside inspiration.
The original designs were portrayed through fashion illustrations in a
collection of twenty. From this twenty, the designs were narrowed down
to four dresses that best met the concept and criteria. Upon deciding
which designs would work best for Lara Hélène the process of
constructing them was undertaken. This process included technical
drawings, patternmaking, fabric shopping, construction of the first drafts,
and finally construction of the final dresses. Final fabrics used included
silk satin, silk charmeuse, and four-ply silk along with antique lace and
other trimmings, linings, and so on. The final result is a collection of four
dresses that are unique, elegant, and meet client’s needs.
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Where does a designer find inspiration? Through history? On the
streets? In nature? From other art forms? This is a question often asked
of fashion designers. The answer is not a simple one because designers do
not find inspiration from just one source.
My most memorable example of a designer’s inspiration was a
bulletin board. This bulletin board, however, was not an ordinary bulletin
board with silly photos of friends and reminder notes. The board covered
four walls of a room in Ralph Lauren’s design studio and was full of
inspiration ranging from bomber hats and old men’s shirts to historical
costumes and antique photographs. Suitcases spilled from the corners
covered in old travel stickers and a scene was painted before me as the
room opened up into a kind of stage set. I not only saw the inspiration
Ralph Lauren’s designers were drawing from, but I felt it; I was in their
world.
Designers take years to build up inspiration for a ten-minute stint
on a New York runway. Research is thoroughly performed and each
design carries numerous elements of that inspiration. Design is not pulled
from a single idea but a single idea expanded ten-fold. Designs are the
concept of a story and for me, the end product is the story coming alive off
the pages into a physical entity.
The concept of bridesmaids’ dresses seems to be a simple one in
many people’s eyes. A woman decides to get married and wants her
closest friends to be in the wedding party. Usually there is a theme to the

wedding and the bridesmaids’ dresses follow this theme in their colors,
styles, and so on. There is usually a vision the bride has of what she wants
her bridesmaids to look like and often it does not match the vision of what
the bridesmaids see themselves in. Over the past few years, this has
improved; however, there will always be the wedding with the seven
bridesmaids in bubble-gum pink taffeta parading down the aisle, looking
and feeling ridiculous.
The opportunity was presented to me to fill the void for a
bridesmaid’s dress that fits a unique vision yet has high appeal to brides
from all over. As a designer interested in bridal wear, I saw this as a
challenge that peaked my interest in many ways. I was working with an
existing bridal boutique in New York City, Lara Hélène Bridal Atelier,
which sells couture wedding gowns designed to fit the same ideals that I
was to follow designing the bridesmaids’ dresses. Lara Hélène does not
yet carry a line of bridesmaids’ dresses and wanted me to help them
decide what their particular client was looking for.
To begin, I developed a research process that would help me better
understand the market for bridesmaids’ dresses. I wanted to get to know
the customer and how they decided what they liked from a design
perspective. For a designer, inspiration can be found and converted into
the collection of their dreams; however, if the customer doesn’t like it or
doesn’t understand where the designer is coming from then the collection
cannot be successful.

In the case of bridesmaids’ dresses the challenge lies in being
innovative, yet meeting the standards of the bride and the bridal party. A
collection of bridesmaids’ dresses cannot be something very unusual or
extremely unique such as a designer’s regular fall or spring collection
because it must still blend with the wedding gown and not take away from
the bride. The collection I set out to design needed to be unique but still
sophisticated and chic, keeping in mind what current clients were looking
for.
A survey was done to determine the preferences of women
concerning the style of bridesmaids’ dresses. There were two separate
versions of the survey given out that considered two different angles. In
the end, the decision of what the bridesmaids wear is up to the bride;
however, if the bridesmaids aren’t happy then the bride has problems.
One survey was given to women who had been or were going to be brides
and the other was administered to women who had been or were going to
be bridesmaids. The surveys were emailed out to a number of women
ranging from college age to around the age of thirty. Although response
was slow and sparse, there were enough completed surveys to get a small
glimpse of what women were looking for in a bridesmaid’s dress.
There were only four surveys returned by potential/previous brides
so there wasn’t much to go from; however, a few things might be
concluded. Every person responded with a wish for a different type of
wedding—cocktail, beach, black tie, and casual. Two of the brides said

they preferred red and black for their bridesmaids’ colors while the other
two were separated with one wanting blush or champagne and the other
wanting fun, sherbet type colors. Three out of the four brides said they
preferred their bridesmaids’ dresses to be completely different from the
wedding dress, while the fourth said they wanted the dresses to be similar
but simple. As far as fabric choices, silk was a general consensus
throughout. Other fabric preferences included linen, chiffon, satin, and
lace. Strapless, V-neck, and boat-neck were common necklines and there
was no uniformity on silhouette preference.
The length of choice for bridesmaids’ dresses by the bride was just
below the knee/mid-calf. Three out of four women said they would want
their bridesmaids to be wearing pearls with the dresses, followed by cubic
zirconia and glass beads. There were different opinions on what price
category the brides were looking at when choosing their bridesmaids’
dresses. Two said they were looking at affordable to moderately
expensive ($151 - $350), while the other two were on opposite ends. One
was looking for very affordable ($150 or less) and the other was willing to
go into very expensive ($451 and up). It was asked if the women wanted
trim on their bridesmaids’ dresses. Two said yes if it was subtle, one said
no trim at all, and the other said maybe some satin trim or beading would
be okay. There was a wide range of age in the bridesmaids that women
would have at their wedding.

There were more responses from women who were answering
from the bridesmaid’s point of view. There was a broad range of colors
that women liked. The most popular ones were light blue, pale green, and
pink. Closely following were purple and champagne colors. The popular
length that the women said they would be comfortable in was either just
below the knee or to the floor. There were a few things that the women
said they were NOT comfortable wearing—the most common being
jackets and big bows. The overall consensus on fabrics was that the
women were pretty comfortable in most things with a partiality to satin
and chiffon.
Because women are often self-conscious about how they appear in
their clothing, it was asked what they would like to accentuate or hide
when wearing a bridesmaid’s dress. The most popular features to
accentuate were the neck and shoulders area, followed by cleavage,
curves, and lower leg. The most important feature to hide for women was
the stomach, as well as hips, love handles, and thighs. One survey taker
expressed the wish to make their chest area appear larger than it actually
was. Following this was a question about silhouette that showed that Aline is still the most popular among women.
When asked what a beautiful bridesmaid’s dress looked like, there
were many responses, but it seemed that all of the bridesmaids’ dresses
that were remembered were unique, not over-the-top, and had a special
flare that added that extra something to the dress. Most women agreed

that bridesmaids’ dresses should not be “exaggerated glamour” with big
bows and obnoxious colors. It was also found that an optional cover-up
was desired, especially if it was going to be an outdoor wedding. The
most popular necklines that the women who responded said they would
feel comfortable in were strapless, spaghetti straps, and V-neck.
This survey suggests that simple yet elegant is what’s desired in a
bridesmaid’s dress. It seems that women who were asked about what they
would be willing to wear as a bridesmaid were fairly forgiving. The
wishes of the women who took the bride’s survey were very consistent
with what type of wedding they were looking for as well. Even though
there were not many responses, it was still possible to draw some
conclusions as to what women are looking for.
From these conclusions I began envisioning a collection in my
head that would still represent my style of design, yet meet the needs of
the growing number of clients for bridesmaids’ dresses. I sat down and
began sketching with these things in mind.
My personal inspiration is drawn from a few core principles.
Through all of my designs there is a theme of the natural and organic. My
designs represent the natural and organic not only through color, but also
through shape, line, and emotions. By expanding upon this particular idea
I also draw inspiration from home interior decoration and anything
antique. Very strong attention to detail and a thorough thought process is
essential to my design process all the way through to my final creation.

I began designing by writing a story in my mind. Ironically I am a
person who is in no hurry to get married. I did not grow up as a little girl
who dreamed of her wedding day and saw herself walking down the aisle
in an over-the-top, pure white, ball gown wedding dress surrounded by a
perfectly dressed wedding party. This caused considerable difficulty for
my design process; however, I decided to approach the collection as I
would any other.
I pictured the old ruins of a church on a warm sunny day in early
summer. The crumbling brick walls are covered in vines and a view out
the back of the church reveals an open field filled with wild flowers.
There is just enough room in the church for the wedding party and a small
number of guests. The bride wears a pale cream-colored dress in a soft,
almost crumpled looking fabric accented with antique lace. The dress just
brushes the old uneven floor of the church and gives the bride the
appearance that she belongs nowhere else but inside those beautifully
crumbling walls. The bridal party is wearing dresses that accent the bride
without taking away from her beauty and yet still completes the story.
Cream is a very soft and warm color so therefore requires the
complements of other soft warm colors. I thought of the different dresses
the bridesmaids could wear. A warm peach-colored dress that falls just
below the knee and is trimmed in a rich chocolate brown, or a pale blue
tea-length dress trimmed in antique lace to accent the wedding gown.

As I was designing I came up with numerous stories and situations
much like the first. All of the stories fit a particular style of person and all
generated a different style of bridesmaid’s dress. I had gathered different
fabrics from a trip to Paris and I also used these as inspiration when I
came to a design block.
Once the ideas had been put onto paper in a number of designs, it
was time to decide which ones I wanted to construct to complete the story.
Deciding which designs to complete and the logical number to construct
proved to be another challenge I had to overcome. After careful
deliberation with the founders of Lara Hélène, we decided on four designs
that we felt met client needs and had a good range of choices without
being overwhelming. (See Appendix A). It was important to have a range
of colors that were pleasing to the eye and helped the client see their
choices. It was also important that the dresses hang nicely next to each
other on a rack so that the client wouldn’t get confused when figuring out
their choices. The dresses needed to have not only a variety of colors, but
also of lengths, necklines, and fabrics.
Because the majority of Lara Hélène’s clients come from in and
around New York City there is sure to be a broad range of wedding styles.
As mentioned earlier some of these include cocktail, beach, black tie, and
casual. To meet the needs of the many different styles, the four completed
bridesmaids’ dresses needed to cover as many options as possible. The
four I chose range from an airy pink silk charmeuse dress suited for a

more casual or cocktail type wedding, to a floor length chocolate brown,
silk charmeuse dress trimmed in cream for a black tie wedding.
The process of constructing a garment is a very extended
undertaking and involves many steps. To begin from a fashion sketch, a
designer must first make a technical drawing called a flat that shows how
the garment is constructed. These flats show every pattern piece, where
the zippers and closures are placed, and all the little details that make the
dress become what it is. (See Appendix B)
From this flat, pattern pieces need to be made. There are two basic
ways to make patterns for a dress. One is the traditional patternmaking
technique that involves starting with a basic garment block. The block is
traced off and from this changes are made to develop the intended design.
The other pattern making technique is called “draping” and involves the
use of a dress form. For bridal wear this technique is most commonly
used by more experienced designers and involves quite a bit of skill. To
begin draping, the designer uses muslin (a basic, inexpensive fabric that is
usually a white or cream color) and forms their design directly on the
dress form. A shape/design is developed on the dress form and patterns
are then traced off of this.
From the original patterns the designer then needs to make a
“rough draft” so-to-speak of their garment to make sure the patterns work.
This is done using muslin once again, and because of this the first draft is
often called a “muslin.” The whole garment is then sewn up in the muslin

and tried back on the dress form to evaluate fit. The reason for this is that
muslin is a very inexpensive fabric (ranging $1.00 - $2.00/yard) and if
mistakes are made or changes need to take place, it can be done easily
without losing a lot of money. Fabric for the final garment can become
very expensive (sometimes running upwards of $50 - $100/yard if not
more) and to freely make mistakes using this fabric would be a waste of
money.
In many cases once the muslin is tried back on the dress form,
changes to the patterns need to be made to make the design work. In the
case that a designer is using a “fit model” (a person who is relatively close
in size to the dress form, but has a more realistic shape) they would try the
muslin on the model instead of the dress form and make pattern changes
according to how it fits the model. Once the changes to the patterns have
been made, the final fabric can be cut and put together.
For my bridesmaids’ dresses, I used both forms of
patternmaking—draping and traditional patternmaking. Once I sewed up
the muslins, changes needed to be made in the patterns before I could
construct the final garments. The first dress I made went fairly smoothly
without too many problems, but it was a much simpler dress to make than
the next three. The two strapless dresses required a lot of extra
construction to make them rigid enough to stay up on a person. These
dresses required not only a shell fabric (the main fabric used) and a lining,
but also an under-structure with boning to hold the dress in place. As in

all garments, the first one that is made of a certain kind takes longer than
average because everything has to be figured out and hurdles need to be
cleared.
My fourth dress proved to be the most difficult, even though when
I started I thought it would be the easiest one to complete. The fourth
dress is constructed on the bias (pattern pieces are cut on a 45 degree angle
for a better drape and a slight stretch of the fabric) to give the desired look
and this caused numerous problems for me. The shell of the dress came
out well and I was excited because I was really pleased with the way it
looked. However, I cut the lining on the straight of grain because I wanted
to give the dress a little more structure and have it be slightly forgiving to
the person wearing it. Dresses on the bias are derived from the 1940s and
are very clingy on the body, showing every curve and bump.
To make the bridesmaid not feel uncomfortable in her dress, I
wanted to add a little structure with the lining; however, when I went to
try the dress on the dress form after sewing the whole thing together, the
lining did not stretch the way the shell did and therefore was too small. I
had also “taped” the bust lines to remove gaping on the sides and center
and make the cups of the bust fit better. Taping involves using what’s
referred to as “stay tape,” a neutral-colored type of ribbon that is sturdy
and has no stretch. Stay tape is sewn into the garment to prevent the
garment from stretching in the wrong places and is also used to pull fabric
in on parts of the dress that may gape open when worn, such as bust areas.

In my dress, I had taped the bust area and sewn in the lining; however, I
had not taped the dress enough. After realizing my lining was too small, I
knew I was going to have to take the whole dress apart to fix not only the
lining, but also the taping. Throughout the whole process of constructing
the bridesmaids’ dresses, there were many little things like this that caused
road blocks. In the end, however, the finished product has met and even
exceeded my expectations.
As a designer, my dream is to develop a story that can be shared
and carried on by somebody else who is a complete stranger to me and my
inspiration technique. I see my designs as a moving piece of art. It isn’t a
painting or sculpture that people choose to see in a gallery or museum and
that only tells its story to those who venture there. A design is a story that
begins in my mind and is continued to another’s mind. It is then worn by
the person who has chosen to pick up this story and in turn is seen by
those surrounding them, spreading the story outward. In the case of my
bridesmaid’s collection the story will be picked up and generate a new
story acquired from the memories of the bride, her new groom and all
those involved in their wedding day.
In seeing myself as an artist who prefers to show work in a less
traditional media (traditional media being painting, sculpting, and so on), I
do not by any means make the statement that my style of work is a
superior way of showing creativity. Art has always been a very important
part of my life and I draw from this inspiration in addition to my core

areas of inspiration. I have had many conversations with the great painter
Alex Katz about art and how it blends into design. I met Alex during his
summers in Maine, my home, and we have kept in contact over the years.
Although now a well-known painter, Alex designed dance costumes for
ballets and other theatrical events when he was younger. Alex has
inspired me to be passionate about my work and make sure to always keep
my own personality and beliefs in what I do.
I believe artists feed off of each other’s creativity and I feel I am
no exception. I am inspired by other artists and designers and find myself
always pushing myself that extra mile to live up to my inspirations. I do
not find myself motivated by other artists’ ideas, but by their passion for
what they do and how they develop and illustrate that passion through
their art.
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